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L. S. Pontrjagin and L. G. Schnirelman had suggested in 1932 the possibility 
of characterizing the "concentration" of sets in metric spaces, with the help of 
the rate of increase with 1/e of the number of elements in the most economic 
covering .of that space with e-neighborhoods. This approach as obvious formal 
a~alogies with the problem of construction of error-correcting codes that maxi- 
mize the number of transmitted "words," for a given minimum "distance" be- 
tween any two words. Another closely connected question is raised by the problem 
of the minimization of the numbers of operations that are required for certain 
numerical algorithms. A third line of investigations concerns the best method of 
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approximation of functions of several variables, with the help of combinations of 
functions of one variable (The practical origin of this research is of course to be 
found in the needs for tabulating functions of several variables. This problem has 
been mostly studied by Kolmogoroff's chool and the fascinating result which he 
has obtained deserves to be better known: consider any function f(x, y) of two 
variables, continuous in the closed unit square; there exist five sets of functions 
Fi( '  ), g~ ('), and hl (.) of one variable, all continuous in the unit interval, such that 
one can write f(x, y) =~=1 Fi[gi(x) Jr hi(y)]. 
These various lines of investigation have been recently incorporated into a 
broad program, formulated by Kolmogoroff, of evaluating the "e-entropy" and 
the "e-capacity" of some interesting compact sets in function space. The present 
book is essentially a systematic presentation of the results obtained in this direc- 
tion between 1954 and 1958 by K. I. Babenko, W. D. Erochin, A. G. Wituschkin, 
W. I. Arnold, and other authors. The families of functions which they consider 
include functions of "finite smoothness," differentiable functions in L 2 space, 
analytic functions, analytic functions bounded on the real axis, e tc . . .  
The connections with the "probabilistic theory of information" (i.e., with 
communication theory) are expedited in a two-page appendix. 
There are promising signs that the amareness of the mathematical importance 
of the concepts of information theory has now reached the American school of 
pure mathematics, via the Stekloff Mathematical Institute. See the recent account 
by P. R. Halmos in Bull. Am. Math. Soc. 67, 74 (1961). 
Although Kolmogoroff and Tichomirow's book is unlikely to be of frequent 
usefulness to practically minded scientists or to engineers, it is of course a must 
in any l ibrary on information theory. 
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Measurement:  Definitions and Theories. Edited by C. WES~ CHURCHMAN AND 
lPHILBURN RATOOSH. Wiley, New York, 1959. viii zr 274 pp., $7.95. 
This book consists of papers presented at an A.A.A.S. symposium on measure- 
ment in 1956. The editors point out in their preface that in view of the widely 
different approaches which have developed in different disciplines and even among 
different investigators to problems of measurement, the book turned out to be one 
of contrasts. The contrasts are indeed apparent, most strikingly in the diversity 
of levels on which the problems are posed. At first sight, the problems appear to 
be so diverse as to seem disconnected. They range from the distinctly epistemolog- 
ieal (perhaps even metaphysical) problems forced upon the physicist by the un- 
certainty principle, through the methodological dilemmas of the psychologist 
who comes to grips with a program of translating intuitively posited quantities 
(subjective intensity, util ity, etc.) i~to measurable observables, to the pragmatic 
questions posed by the decision maker: "What should I measure, how, and how 
precisely to get sufficient information for a decision?" 
Nevertheless, the editors' hope of presenting a good picture "of what the 
workers in the foundations of measurement are concerned about" appears realized. 
Not only is the picture good but it is fairly unified (in spite of the contrasts) by a 
